
Reliability and Lifetime analysis

 ECTS
3 credits 

Number of 
hours
35h

Presentation

Description

Lifetime:

Censored or truncated data,   instantaneous hazard rate, 
ageing models, parametric and nonparametric (Kaplan-
Meier and Nelson-Aalen) estimation, models with covariates 
(regression models of Cox and of Aalen), bayesian approach.

System structure and Reliability:

reliability diagram, series system, parallel system, k/n or mixed 
system, structure function.

Reliability of repairable systems:

Reliability and Availability, Markov models, failure intensity 
process, homogenous and non homogeneous Poisson 
process models, renewal process, corrective and préventive 
maintenance, imperfect maintenance models, dégradation 
models and maintenance policy.

Objectives

At the end of this module, the student will be able to drive the 
following process and to explain the obtained conclusions :

* Using the Reliability database in order to estimate the 
functions of interest
* Analyzing and exploiting the   structure of a system 
to derive its reliability from the characteristics of its 
components
* Modeling the recursive occurrences of the failures on 
a system. Modeling the évolution of the system-state with 
time.
* Modeling the effect of maintenance and its planning 
according to the observations made on the system 
(dégradation process in particular)

Pre-requisites

* Markov chains and applications (MIC3)
* Inferential Statistics ( I3MIMT41)
* Statistical Modelling ( I4MMMS71)
* Poisson processes, applications in Insurance and 
Reliability ( I4MMSP81)

Knowledge check

How do you assess that the objectives have been reached?

At the beginning of the Courses a list of skills (on which 
the evaluation will be based) will be given to the students. A 
labwork will allow to evaluate the practical implementation of 
the notions by the students.
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https://www.insa-toulouse.fr/en/formation/ingenieur/nouvelle-page/sciences-technologies-health-STS/engineer-background-FI/engineer-insa-toulouse-program-program1-frsiretnullpri1an000-en/statistics-I3MIMT41.html
https://www.insa-toulouse.fr/en/formation/ingenieur/nouvelle-page/sciences-technologies-health-STS/engineer-background-FI/applied-mathematics-program-program1-frsiretnullpri5mm000-en/elements-of-statistical-modelling-I4MATCEMS11.html
https://www.insa-toulouse.fr/en/formation/ingenieur/nouvelle-page/sciences-technologies-health-STS/engineer-background-FI/applied-mathematics-program-program1-frsiretnullpri5mm000-en/poisson-processes-and-application-to-reliability-theory-and-actuarial-sciences-I5MAOPPDP11.html


How does your assessment system help the student to reach 
the objectives?

For each skill, an evaluation will be given using the overall 
grades A, B, C or D already used at INSA Toulouse. This will 
enables each one to appraise his understanding of the skill of 
interest.

Useful info

Contacts

Education manager
JEAN YVES DAUXOIS
 dauxois@insa-toulouse.fr
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